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ABSTRACT: We report reversible logic circuits made of DNA. The circuits are based on an AND gate that is designed to be thermodynamically and kinetically reversible and to respond nonlinearly to the concentrations of its input molecules. The circuits continuously recompute their outputs, allowing them to respond to changing inputs. They are robust to imperfections in their inputs.

Molecular logic circuits have the potential to probe systems of biomolecules and to signal the results of elementary computations on the inputs that they detect. Nucleic acids are both biocompatible and programmable and provide versatile tools with which to monitor biological systems. For example, a DNA logic circuit can measure the level of mRNA disease markers and initiate therapeutic action, by producing a drug, if and only if all markers are present. However, the DNA logic circuits demonstrated so far are effectively irreversible, relying on kinetic control of the rates of competing nonequilibrium reactions—typically DNA hydrolysis, controlled by sequence-specific restriction enzymes, or DNA hybridization, controlled through the use of single-stranded ‘toeholds’ to initiate strand-displacement reactions. Irreversible reactions can cause problems. First, the computation is performed once and, in general, cannot be redone when inputs change. Second, errors are usually also irreversible and can accumulate. Lastly, the state of a circuit depends not only on the present inputs but also on their history. Such hysteresis can lead to spurious results, for example, in the case of an AND gate whose inputs are sequentially rather than simultaneously present. Irreversible physical mechanisms, including strand displacement and enzyme restriction, have been proposed as mechanisms for the creation of responsive DNA circuits. Those circuits use energy from covalent or noncovalent chemical reactions to operate away from equilibrium. However, as Bennett pointed out, reversible chemical reactions can be used to compute with minimal expenditure of energy. In logic circuits that use reversible reactions, the computation and the attainment of equilibrium are equivalent. In such circuits, the activation energies of valid transitions must be low enough to avoid kinetic traps to ensure that the full configuration space is continually sampled. A reversible DNA hybridization mechanism, toehold exchange, has been proposed as the basis of implementations of reversible stack machines and logic circuits. DNA tile self-assembly can be used to compute under near-reversible conditions. Cardelli and Laneve have formalized a reversible concurrent calculus for reversible structures.

Here, we demonstrate experimentally the operation of reversible Brownian logic circuits based on a simple AND gate, assembled from a single strand of DNA, which is nonlinear as well thermodynamically and kinetically reversible. Its inputs are the concentrations of DNA signaling strands. The circuits continuously recompute their outputs as a function of the current inputs: they are therefore responsive. The reversible AND gate consists of a DNA hairpin (Hp) which equilibrates between ON and OFF conformations in the presence of its inputs, I1 and I2 (Figure 1). The gate contains a domain (d2) which is partially double stranded in the OFF state and completely single stranded in the ON state. In the ON state, d2 hybridizes to a molecular beacon reporter which leads to an increase in the fluorescence emitted by the reporter. When Hp is in the OFF state, d2 is not accessible and the reporter fluorescence remains quenched. The reporter is designed to unbind quickly, in a time of the order of 100 s.

Hairpin Hp is closed by two stems: an external stem opened by hybridization of I1 and an internal stem opened by I2. To implement an AND gate, Hp must be ON only when both inputs are present. Hybridization with I1 does not affect the reporter binding domain. Hybridization with I2 frees domain d2 and allows the reporter to bind (Supporting Information). To prevent input I2 from triggering the output in the absence of I1 (Supporting Information), we engineer cooperativity in the binding of the inputs: I2 can bind significantly to Hp only in the presence of I1. In the discussion below, calculated reaction yields correspond to our experimental concentrations: [Inputs] = 1 μM, [Hp] = [Reporter] = 0.5 μM.

Binding of the first input I1 to Hp is facilitated and stabilized by a single-stranded toehold. I1 displaces domain d1 and opens the external stem (Figure 1). We refer to the resulting structure as Hp·I1. The standard free energy for the binding of I1 to Hp is approximately −9.0 kcal/mol at 25 °C. Under our experimental conditions, this is enough to compensate the entropic cost of immobilizing I1, which is of the order of −RT ln(1 μM) = 8.15 kcal/mol: Nupack predicts that about 68% of Hp is bound to I1.

The binding of input I2 is designed to be very weak in the absence of I1. The most stable complex of Hp and I2 (Hp·I2) is a structure in which I2 opens the internal stem without breaking the external stem (Figure 1). In this complex, the central loop of Hp, consisting of two 5-nt and 3-nt single-stranded domains connected by two double-helical stems, is replaced by a single 15-nt single-stranded domain stretched over the helix formed by hybridization of I2. We estimate the standard free energy for the binding of I2 to Hp in the absence of I1 to be approximately −3.7 kcal/mol (Supporting Information), which includes a contribution of about +4.3 kcal/mol corresponding to the difference
Binding of $I_1$ and $I_2$ to $Hp$ is cooperative: binding of $I_1$ reduces the entropic penalty for binding $I_2$ by opening the central loop. The change in free energy on simultaneous binding of both inputs is more negative than the sum of the corresponding free energies of $Hp$ with $I_1$ and $I_2$ (Supporting Information). When both inputs are present, Nupack predicts than in presence of all components (both inputs, the hairpin and the reporter), about 30% of $Hp$ is in the form $Hp/I_1$, 36% is in the form $Hp/I_2$, 40% is in the form $I_1/I_2$, and 4% is in the form $I_1/I_2$. The concentrations of free inputs $I_1$ and $I_2$ are readily increased by adding complementary strands to sequester the inputs in stable duplexes. Figure 1b shows analysis by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of the cooperative and reversible interactions between the $Hp$ AND gate and its inputs. The concentration of the reporter-binding domain of $Hp$ changes significantly only when both inputs are present: it reverts to the OFF state when either of the inputs is sequestered. Incubation and annealing of reactants yield similar distributions of products, confirming that the state of $Hp$ does not depend on its history.

Melting experiments presented in Figure 1c confirm that the gate operates as designed. Above 20 °C, no hysteresis is observed, indicating that thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained as the temperature is ramped up and down at a rate of 0.1 °C/min. Above 40 °C, the reporter beacon is unbound for all combinations of inputs: the increase of fluorescence with temperature corresponds to the opening of the reporter hairpin (Supporting Information).
Below 40 °C, the fluorescence increases significantly as the temperature decreases if and only if Hp and both inputs are present. This increase results from binding of the reporter to Hp in the ON state.

Kinetic fluorescence experiments confirm that the reporter binds significantly to Hp if and only if both inputs are present (Figure 1d). A small increase in fluorescence (5% of the maximum signal) is observed when I2 only is added to Hp, indicating that I2 can bind weakly to Hp in the absence of I1, as expected.

Reversibility confers tolerances to errors. In DNA tile assembly, for example, a wrongly inserted tile can be locked in by the subsequent assembly of surrounding tiles, but the frequency of such kinetically trapped defects can be greatly reduced if assembly occurs close to the melting temperature of valid tile bindings. Kinetic traps are also observed in DNA secondary structures created during temperature jumps. Figure 1 contains the results of tests of the robustness of the Hp gate to defective inputs. Figure 1b, lane 12 contains the products of annealing Hp with I2 and a modified input (I3) possessing the same displacement domain as I1 but a different toehold: no complex Hp·I3·I2 appears on the gel. Figure 1d includes the results of fluorescence experiments using inputs whose displacement domains are truncated by a few nucleotides (nt).

The final fluorescence level decreases quickly with the magnitude of the defect: inputs truncated by 3 nt do not noticeably switch Hp to the ON state. For gates operating under kinetic control, in contrast, an imperfect input can cause complete switching to the ON state, albeit at a reduced rate.

Figure 2 demonstrates the operation of a Boolean circuit to compute (X AND Y) OR (Y AND NOT Z). The OR operation is implemented by designing the two AND gates to expose the same domain d2 in their ON states. A dual-rail convention is used to implement a NOT gate: a stoichiometric amount of I3 is preloaded with the circuit (its concentration may be regarded as an ‘internal variable’) and I3, the complement of I3, is defined as the external input Z to the circuit. Time-dependent fluorescence measurements are used to monitor the response of the circuit to changes in its inputs. In the upper trace, the third input Z is kept constant at 1 μM. In the middle trace, the first bit X is kept constant at 0. In the lower trace, all inputs vary. These experiments show that the circuit can change state several times in response to changes in its inputs, in contrast to circuits composed of irreversible gates which can be triggered once only. After the equilibration time (approximately 30 min), the state of the circuit depends only on its current inputs, not the input history. The fluorescent reporter also provides an upper bound on the switching time between the ON and OFF states (Figure 2): the half-time for switching from OFF to ON is less than 20 s and the half-time for switching from ON to OFF is less than 100 s. These switching times include the binding or unbinding of the fluorescent reporter and are consistent with the results presented in Figure 1 and with the designated gate mechanism.

For useful biological applications, circuits may need additional layers of computation and to be able to handle arbitrary inputs. We have demonstrated two layers of computations, but the gates could, in principle, be cascaded further. The activated gate Hp-ON is itself capable of strand displacement (Supporting Information), so it could act as an input for a downstream gate. The base sequences of inputs to our gates are constrained by design, as with other logic circuits based on strand displacement. Translator gates may be employed to transform an arbitrary input, such as a biological mRNA, into a signal compatible with the sequences of the gates. To maintain reversibility, the translator gates would themselves have to be reversible.

In summary, we have implemented reversible logic circuits whose outputs adjust to changes in the inputs. Cooperativity between inputs to the reversible AND gate is achieved by designed secondary structure linking the binding sites of the inputs. Reversible circuits could find applications beyond the reach of current irreversible systems in, for example, interaction with dynamic systems such as oscillators that can be severely perturbed by monitoring reactions that consume reactants irreversibly. Similar circuits could also provide enough computing power to monitor the expression of a few genes in real time. Gates based on this architecture could be directly expressed in vivo as RNA transcripts or delivered to cells.
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